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The following video walks through gun disassembly, and how to properly disassemble firearms. [WorldofGuns] GUN DISASSEMBLY TRAINING AND LEARNING IN ENGLISH - 45 Minutes [WorldofGunsGunDisassemblycrackcode Hello, and welcome to
the world of guns. In this video, I will show you how to disassemble a firearm, and how to use a book to keep your parts organized and make working on small parts much easier. I'm talking about disassembling firearms today. Many of you have
asked me about it. A lot of people are interested in gun disassemble. A lot of folks were interested in it when I released my first gun disassemble video. These videos can really only teach you so much, and when it comes to disassemble guns,
there's plenty of details that you can find only by disassembling yourself. There's a whole world of details in the disassembly process. But today, we're talking about how to start disassembling a gun, and how to use a book to keep your parts

organized while you're doing it. I'm walking though a gun disassembly using a book to help guide me and it's pretty much the same technique you can use for any kind of gun disassembly, or skill for that matter. It's also great if you don't have a lot
of space and cannot work with a bunch of equipment out. So let's get started by taking a look at a firearm. I'm using a Smith and Wesson snubby. It's the gun on my left, and I have the serial number facing down at this time. I'm going to start out
by removing the magazine. I'm going to pull back the slide, and just grab it right here on the left side. I'm going to pull it out. I have two positions for this particular gun, and it's a little different than my first book. I'm going to open it up. At the top
here I have a guide to show the frame pin location. My gun is a little bit different from the first book. I have this done in line, and I have the bottom pinned to the top slide pin. My frame pin has some holes in it. I'm going to use a torx bit for this.

Torx bit is one of the components found on just about anything electronic. It is the standard bit for the threaded holes that you see all around the house
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